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New guidance from Guernsey Finance will make it
easier for family offices to embrace sustainable
investing
15 DECEMBER 2020

A new report by Guernsey Finance will help enable family offices to build sustainability into their offerings for
clients and allay any concerns about whether trustees' duties and sustainable investing are compatible.
The promotional agency, in collaboration with Ogier in Guernsey, has produced a guide for developing
sustainable trust deeds, ‘Sustainable Investing for Private Wealth and Family Offices.’
The report aims to provide clarity that the inclusion of sustainable clauses within a trust deed can ensure that
offering sustainable investments is consistent with the duty of the trustee, to encourage sustainable investing for
private wealth and family offices, while maintaining the trustee’s duty to "preserve and enhance, so far as is
reasonable, the value of the trust property".
Ogier has collated a series of illustrative clauses which can be implemented into a trust deed between a family
and their family office. These clauses can act as a guide for family offices, and their advisers, and demonstrate
what may be necessary to include in a trust deed if a client wishes to include sustainability considerations into
their portfolio while maintaining their duties as a trustee.
Guernsey Finance Deputy Chief Executive, Strategy, and Guernsey Green Finance Chair Dr Andy Sloan said: “The
guidance should provide real comfort to family offices that they can choose sustainable investments for their
clients, meeting the growing demand for sustainable investing.
“We pride ourselves on being at the forefront of the development of sustainable finance particularly in the private
wealth and capital space. Production of this guidance is another step reflecting Guernsey's strategic commitment
to private wealth and sustainable finance, to support and encourage the development of sustainability services in
the private wealth sector.”
The full report can be found here: https://www.weareguernsey.com/literature/sustainable-investing-for-privatewealth-and-family-offices/.
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